
Uncover powerful insights into customer needs, interests and behaviors without wasting 
valuable time and resources or exposing yourself to risk. 

Customer Acquisition and Risk Assessment 

Prospecting 

Acquisition 

Onboarding 

Ongoing Management 

Create & Test Models 

Improve predictive modeling with a holistic  
view of a prospect’s economic trajectory,  
derogatory information and more. 

Develop Offers 

Improve response rates by building right-sized, 
pre-approved offers and tailoring marketing 
messages based on alternative data, including 
household and psychographic attributes. 

 

Manage Accounts 

Uncover life events,  
customer behaviors  
and purchase trends to  
capitalize on upsell and  
cross-sell opportunities,  
address changing risk  
factors and maximize  
customer lifetime value. 

Process Applications 

Improve speed and customer experience  
with confident real-time decisions on consumers,  
including thin and no-file. 

Build Lists 

Build pre-qualified lists based on customer  
lookalike models and append life stage and  
lifestyle attributes for better segmentation  
and budget maximization. 
 

Learn deeper consumer insights to improve predictability and ROI across  
the lifecycle at risk.lexisnexis.com/CreditRisk 
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